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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Training Party: Deeply involved
with a carton of Ben Jerry s, Angie is caught cheating on her diet. Her sexy friend Tucker has no
choice but to take action. Uncovering all her secrets, Tucker loves her curves and submissive
tendencies. Ang still wants to look good for a big wedding so Tucker puts her on a strict diet of
satisfying three hot men and attending some secret parties with them. Burning calories is the last
thing on her mind when Angie realizes all the fun she s been missing by being a good girl. Food is no
substitute for love but after amazing sex, splitting a pint four ways is much better than eating alone.
- Quality Assurance: The most popular girl in school, Ashley Tassin wanted a life in the big city but
fate brought her back to Lucky Springs, where the factory s expansion has created jobs and lured a
lot of men to the town. Working with a foursome of hot guys who are in a relationship and want to
add a woman...
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Reviews
It in a single of the most popular publication. Sure, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. Your life period will be change the
instant you full reading this book.
-- Abel O 'K on Sr .
Comprehensive information for book lovers. This is for all who statte that there had not been a worth studying. Its been printed in an remarkably simple
way which is simply following i finished reading through this pdf where actually modified me, change the way i think.
-- Rebeka h Smith
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